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Editor’s Note
Jennifer Baker, First Night Editor

We’re back - welcome to Issue 7 of the 
First Night Newsletter, exploring what 
happened in DST this Epiphany term. 

Last term, DST saw 10 musicals 
produced. Everything from large 
cast crowd favourites, to brand new 
writing, covering fairytales, office 
politics, ciruses, and a baby-induced 
apocalpyse? Page 5 discusses how 
musicals get made in Durham. We 
also briefly cover the successes of 
DDF 2019 on page 6, along with the 
progress of the refurbishment of the 
Assembly Rooms Theatre.

Excited for the summer? So are we! 
Take this opportunity to learn more 
about the summer term’s theatre plans, 
including the Spare Room’s exciting 
programme of work on page 3.

Our What’s On guide is on our back 
page for perusal, and take a chance 
to read our alumni interview before 
you plan your next theatre outings - we 
promise you won’t be disappointed.

As this is my last editor’s note as First 
Night Editor, I want to say thank you 
to all the contributors and readers who 
have made this platform special. 

Happy reading! 

Jenny
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Becky Brookes, studying for her PGCE in Primary 
Education, talks about what it’s like being DST Secretary!

Why did you choose to apply for the role of DST Secretary?
I chose to apply for DST Secretary as it was the role I felt my 
previous experience suited most. I knew that I would be better 
suited to the admin side of things. I had really enjoyed getting 
involved with theatre and execs and wanted to be part of the wider 
DST committee. Additionally in terms of time commitments doing 
something brief and simple regularly was more appealing to me 
than the roles centred around specific times of year or specific 
events. This allows me to have a couple of dedicated slots in my 
week to do DST things without it taking over my life!

Your role on the DST exec is a wide-ranging one - can you 
describe your responsabilities? 
My responsibilities include minuting exec meetings, creating an 
agenda prior to meetings, and managing the student theatre 
account. This includes responding to queries (both student and 
external), collating slot applications for the exec to decide on, and 

sending the weekly email. I spend about an hour on a Sunday on 
the email and up to a further hour over the week keeping on top of 
the admin. For an organised person, the role is manageable and 
doesn’t take up excessive amounts of time! 

How did you first get involved with DST? What kind of things 
have you done since then?
The first involvement I had with DST was in my first year (back in 
2015) when I performed in the tdtc showcase. Since then I’ve been 
fortunate enough to work on a lot of different shows and work 

with some fantastic teams of people. I focused mostly on musical 
theatre, which is my comfort zone, but I have loved trying new 
things, getting better at tech, and this year trying producing for the 
first time (and loving it!)

What advice would you give to anyone running to be part of 
the DST exec?
For anyone considering doing DST committee, my biggest piece 
of advice would be to manage your time. The committee roles 
offer different responsibilities which vary in their timings and busy 
periods but as long as you are organised, it is possible to still be 
involved with shows and work on the exec. 

How have you balanced all your committments with DST this 
year?
The biggest thing I’ve learnt (the hard way) is to not juggle too 
many projects at once. While doing as many shows as possible 
seems like a good idea as it’s a lot of fun, it can sometimes make 
it difficult for other people if you’re rarely available. By focusing 
solely on projects I am really passionate about, (rather than just 
doing the show to avoid FOMO) I was able to give a lot more 
time and energy to each production and it reduced my stress levels 
massively!

Meet the Exec

I focussed on musical theatre, which is 
my comfort zone, 

but I have loved trying new things.

Name: Harry Jenkins
College: Van Mildert

Year: Second year in Liberal Arts
Describe yourself in three 
words: 
Student - Theatre - Reviewer.
Favourite show last term: 

Last term had lots of highlights for me, 
but I think the show that impressed me 

most was DUCT’s ‘Hamlet’. Like any show it had 
its problems and messy moments, but it was a 
real full production - it greatly impressed me and 
really embodied all the best aspects of student 
theatre.
Why should students review for First Night:
Reviewing for First Night is a really fun and 
interesting way to engage with the wonderful 
theatre scene at Durham. I think it really helps 
you engage more critically with the theatre you 
are seeing - knowing what makes a show terrible 
is just as useful as knowing what makes one 
great. 

Meet the Writers
Meet some of the First Night’s contributors 

Photographs (Clockwise): Maddie Lock, Daniella 
Frankal, Harry Jenkins
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Name: Daniella Frankal
College: St. Aidan’s
Year: First year in Archeology and 
Anthropology

Describe yourself in three words: 
Confident, caring and bubbly. 

Favourite show last term: 
CTC’s ‘Jesus Christ Superstar’!
Why should students review for First Night:
First Night gives you the opportunity to see so many 
amazing student performances and allows you to practise 
your critical writing skills. Not only is it a really good way 
to throw yourself into the theatre scene at Durham, but it 
allows you to build up skills that will be so useful in the 
future, as well as it being so much fun getting to see all 
these amazing shows!



Spare Room
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The Assembly Rooms Theatre has an exciting programme lined up in a temporary black box space. 
Sophie Wright talks about the new Spare Room coming to Durham this summer. 

The Spare Room is a temporary black box space right in the heart of Durham City, with a fantastic programme of nine 
shows happening in June. With an amazing line up of productions of fantastic performers from the North East, Durham 
alumni, and student theatre companies - what a wonderful way to celebrate the summer!

Tuesday 18 June: 
 tuesday, by Andrew Cowburn (Lion Theatre Company) - DDF 2019’s winner of Best Show, ‘tuesday’ is a 
realistic snapshot into the life of Daniel one afternoon after school.
 Fit for Work, by Louise Powell - After a run at the Tristan Bates Theatre in London, Durham alum Powell is 
bringing her show about what it means to be tested for employment fitness up to the North East.
 Minge Unhinged, by Your Aunt Fanny - After working with Live Theatre, the all-female sketch comedy group 
is ready to perform their side-splittingly hilarious show.

Wednesday 19 June:
 Test Bed, (Wrong Tree Theatre) - A brand new production from the amazing devising geniuses at Wrong Tree 
Theatre with a sci-fi twist.
 Queerbaiting, by Sophie Wright (Sightline Productions) - A show exploring the everyday lives of queer 
women, developed through Sightline’s Draft 2 Show programme.
	 The	House	of	Influenza,	by Andrew Shies (4 Umbrellas Theatre) - DDF 2018’s cult hit is back, with as 
much spooks, scares, and laughs as before.

Thursday 20 June:
 Black Training, by Dan Takyi (Pitch Productions) - A thought-provoking look into racial microaggressions in 
Western society.
 Ophelia Is Also Dead, by Aliya Gilmore (Sightline Productions) - Winner of numerous awards at DDF 
2019, take a chance to listen to Ophelia’s side of the story.
 Children of the QuornTM, by Megan From HR. - After successful London shows, Durham Revue alumni 
take their sketch show north to Durham. 

Get your tickets at www.theassemblyroomstheatre.org/spare-room/ before they run out!



Making a Musical
With ten musicals (including an opera) being produced last term within DST, we spoke to some of the 
people involved to ask what goes into creating these huge productions.
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 What’s the role of the musical director in a big musical like?
 I had the privilege of coaching the vocals for the show, which involved casting, teaching the notes,   
workshopping character through singing, and also technique and maintaining a healthy voice in the  
craziness of Gala week! 
     - Honor Halford-McLeod, co-musical director for Singin’ in the Rain (DULOG)

  What was the best part of working on Singin’ in the Rain?
It was the performance where everything came together: the energy provided by the fantastic audience 
pushed us to levels that I honestly don’t think any of us involved with the show thought we could achieve. 
It was an incredibly special evening, one that I will always remember.
    - Alex Mackinder, co-musical director for Singin’ in the Rain (DULOG)

What did you enjoy the most about working on The Best Little Whorehouse in Texas?
Definitely the camaraderie within the band. Everyone got on really well, and we all got to enjoy 

ourselves a lot, adding our own overture and playing some much-loved songs when the audience came in and out of the theatre.
     - Fred Brockman, bassist for The Best Little Whorehouse in Texas (Feather Theatre Company)

How do you go about directing such an iconic and well-known musical?
It is important to try and make it different to what has gone before. I threw out a lot of nutty ideas, and of course, many disappeared, but all this 
discussion led to what became a new take on the Sondheim classic. There is something so clever about being able to use music to tell a story; 
listening and watching Into the Woods just demonstrates how adding music can have a powerful emotional effect on the audience, as well as 
being used as a tool to carry the story. 
     - Owen Kennedy, director for Into the Woods (DULOG)

How does the creative process work for a lighting designer?
My creative process normally starts with the types of lights I want to use and where I want to use them, thinking about features of the performance 
space that either restrict or provide opportunities for different angles of light. I try to keep a very broad 
approach until I get more of an idea of what the director’s concept for the production is and then build from 
there. I enjoy working with the whole creative team to allow all our ideas to come together to create a final 
synchronised performance, as a lot of the ideas in my designs often come from the blocking or choreography 
or intonation of the performers.
     - Freddy Sherwood, lighting designer for Jesus Christ Superstar (Castle Theatre Company)
 
How do you go about writing a brand new musical?
Save the Date began during DULOG’s 24 Hour Musical, where I wrote a song following four people 
pursuing love on an online dating site. After this, I just kept expanding and writing until I had a full synopsis 
to write around. I’ve always thought it’s actually easier to write an hour of music, where lines can be said 
slower and there’s more leeway to what’s realistic, than writing an hour of convincing dialogue. 
     - Ollie Kirkwood, writer of Save the Date (DULOG and Durham Drama Festival)

What’s your favourite thing about performing? 
I love trying to immerse myself in characters to be able to project their emotions and reactions in a more spontaneous manner, without having 
to consult stage directions. When I’m performing music on its own, this becomes more personal as the songs I chose to perform are often 
meaningful to myself as well as being fun to play. Performing as a musician creates a platform to express these personal emotions in a way not 
usually available in everyday life.
     -  Charlie Procter, played J. Pierrepont Finch in How to Succeed in Business (Without Really Trying) (TCMS)

How much exec work goes into putting on a show in the Gala Theatre?
The role of the exec is so important to a successful Gala show. We have a team of people who all have their role focused on one aspect of the 

production e.g. publicity, patrons and sponsorships roles. We also work with the production team and see how we can 
all work in collaboration to achieve the best out of the show, both creative and logistical.
     - Rosie Burgering, president of Durham Opera Ensemble and producer of Die Fledermaus (DOE)

Bring It On has a lot of cheerleading in it - how do you work with that as choreographer?
We taught the cast some level 1/basic level 2 stunting so they got a feel for what cheer is and how it works (plus it’s a 
great team building exercise!). This allowed us to play with cheer style dancing, actual stunting and tumbling for those in 
the cast who wanted to do it, and letting the cheerleaders involved do some different stunts that we wouldn’t be allowed 
to do in comp! We really wanted to make sure no one ever did anything they weren’t comfortable with! 
     - Molly Taylor, choreographer for Bring It On (Collingwood Woodplayers)

How does the production process work for a musical?
The production team held regular meetings throughout the rehearsal period to sort out the logistics of instrument and 
tech hire so that we were ready for prod week. Prod week for a musical is similar to prod week for a play but on a 
bigger scale! We started get-in on the Saturday before the show, setting up lighting and set over the weekend before 
doing sound checks on the Monday before the tech run. It was amazing watching the first tech run and seeing the cast 
and band come together with tech, costumes and props, all of which I had helped to coordinate, for the first time and 

knowing that all of the stress had been worthwhile!
       - Emilie Harlow, producer for Pippin (Hild Bede Theatre)



DDF 2019 Have a look at the fantastic prize winners for Durham 
Drama Festival 2019!
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Best Male Actor: Jack Firoozan (tuesday)
Best Supporting Male Actor: Barney Mercer (What 
ever happened to Christopher Robin?)
Best Female Actor: Fionna Monk (Ophelia Is Also 
Dead)
Best Supporting Female Actor: Grace Longman 
(tuesday)
Best Director: Auguste Voulton and Aliya 
Gilmore (Ophelia Is Also Dead)
Best Writer: Aliya Gilmore (Ophelia Is Also Dead)
Best Ensemble: Ladies Who Lunch
Best Lighting: Ophelia Is Also Dead
Best Sound: tuesday
Best Production Design: Ladies Who Lunch

Best Show: tuesday 

Special Awards: 
Judges’ Special Award: Ollie Kirkwood 
(Save The Date)
Festival Organisers’ Award: Layla 
Chowdhury (Poseidon’s Playhouse, 
Ophelia Is Also Dead)

It is fitting that in the year the Assembly Rooms Theatre turns 150, it is enjoying a well-
needed refurbishment. Opening up this 300-year-old building and stripping it back to the 
bone means we have made some exciting historical and archaeological discoveries.

Building work is nearly complete in the basement, with the entire concrete slab being 
replaced and re-poured. Over 220 tons of concrete has been broken up and removed 
from the basement. The asbestos in the workshop has been removed and the damp 
proofing is in progress. The steel support is going back in this week and so the new rooms 
will be taking shape soon. 

Work in the basement has thrown up some exciting discoveries, including bones, artefacts 
and a medieval defence wall running under the dressing rooms. Old fireplaces, a shoe 
and a Fentiman’s Ginger Beer from 1900 were all unearthed by Durham University 
archaeology department who excavated the basement.

Scaffolding is up at 
the minute around the 
building, as the roof is 

being treated to new slates as well as a protective felt 
underlay for the bats. The electrics are being fitted and 
drawn up on the walls, as well as final plans for the new 
front of house lightings bars being signed off. We have 
been working hard on picking the design finishes to the 
bar, box office and auditorium to make sure that the 
building opens with a new fresh look. 

October can’t come soon enough! 

Assembly Rooms Update
Swapping theatre blacks for a hard hat! Theatre Manger Kate Barton gives us an update. 
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Catch Up With...
Kate Barton talks to Amy Leach about her career in theatre after 
graduating from Durham. She currently works as Associate Director at the 
Leeds Playhouse. 

When were you at Durham and what did you study?
I was at Durham between 1999 and 2002, went to Hild Bede and studied English Literature. I also 
took modules in British Sign Language as part of my degree.

Where did you start when you graduated?
Whilst at Durham, there was a gang of us who put on plays together, taking it in turns to direct 
and act in them throughout our third year. Supported by the university we started taking shows 
up to the EdFringe. Once we left Durham, we formed a theatre company called en masse which 
made new work for family audiences and we started taking our shows to Edinburgh and touring to 
venues across the UK and further afield to places like Poland and Malaysia. We were really lucky 
that the plays went down brilliantly with audiences and critics, and I ran that company for about eight years with fellow Durham graduate Oliver Birch. 
Alongside running en masse, I also started doing lots of work in Creative Engagement departments at theatres in the North West, especially at the 
Bolton Octagon and Royal Exchange Manchester. Again it was something I’d started doing during University holidays, and once I graduated I started 
building my skills as a practitioner, delivering drama projects with young people, community groups and in educational settings. 
I did all of this whilst also doing lots of temping jobs. These two paths combined meant I started learning how to run a room, how to plan and deliver 
rehearsals, how to manage big groups of people, how to develop all the necessary skills for being a professional Theatre Director and to start to 
understand who I am as an artist, why I make the work I make and to explore the vital relationship with an audience.

What does the job of Associate Director consist of?
Before I started at Leeds Playhouse in April 2017 I had always worked as a freelancer and so had spent a lot of time on trains, travelling around the 
country working for a variety of theatres and organisations. I’ve now been at the Playhouse for two years and I love my job. I work closely with our 
Artistic Director James Brining to work on the programming and artistic strategies of the organisation. I oversee Furnace, our programme of artistic 

development which aims to develop people and projects from across 
Yorkshire. I direct a number of shows each year, I line manage the 
Artistic Planning team, I sit on the Senior Management team of the 
Playhouse and contribute in a myriad of different ways to the life of 
the theatre. And I’m ambassador for the Playhouse and for our artists, 
participants, audiences and the city we serve. No two days are the 
same and it’s a very busy and rewarding job.

What have been some of the highlights of your career to 
date?
The things I’m most proud of are where I’ve taken a risk and done 
something that has scared me. As artists it’s always good to be 
pushed out of our comfort zone as it’s when we learn the most. So 
from that respect my career highlights are shows that I’ve made 
which scared and pushed me, like my ambitious production of Romeo 
and Juliet which was my first professional Shakespeare production, 
the biggest theatre space I’d ever worked in, and had a cast of 
12 professional actors as well as 31 young people in the young 

company! It was epic and I was so proud of the way it resonated with audiences from across the city. Now as Associate Director, some of the things 
I’m most proud of are the huge amount of artist development work we plan and deliver for artists in the region, and also pushing forward explorations 
and innovations for D/deaf and Disabled artists and audiences. I’ve had some amazing opportunities and support over the years and it’s great to be 
able to throw the ladder back down for the next generation.

What are you working on at the moment?
The Playhouse has been through a period of redevelopment so we reopen our doors in Autumn and I’ll be directing three productions – a very exciting 
new play which will open our new Studio Theatre space, a Christmas show for young people aged 3-7, and a large scale adaptation of a classic novel 
which will have a large cast of disabled and non-disabled actors and have fully integrated sign language, audio description and captioning in it. So 
I’m busy prepping those as well as catching up on lots of admin and planning for next year after having recently directed Hamlet.

What’s the most challenging thing about directing?
Directing is an amazing job to have. I feel so lucky to spend so much of my time telling stories, serving audiences and collaborating with creative 
people. Having an open, generous spirit is essential in theatre – being a ‘yes let’s’ person rather than blocking ideas and saying ‘no’. But that’s easier 
said than done and so I think it can be hard when trying to negotiate teams that contain anyone who is less than generous. 

What advice would you give to young directors?
There is no one route into a career as a theatre director and no two career paths look the same. It can be tempting to compare yourself to your peers 
but remember it’s not a competition. There is space for everyone, and the best thing to focus on is to work out who you are as an artist – what makes 
you tick, why do you want to tell the stories you want to tell in the way you want to tell them. Spend your energy on learning to better articulate yourself 
as an artist rather than worrying what everyone else is doing or what you think a director should be. Be yourself, be kind, work hard and remember 
you audience.



What's On This Term
All ticket listings are at durhamstudenttheatre.org. 

HBT New Work: The Yellow 
Wallpaper

24-27 Jun | HBT
Original adaptation of the famous short 

story exploring a woman driven to 
madness.

Buttered Toast Stand Up 
Showcase

10 May | Buttered Toast
An open mic night of stand up! 
Couldn't be any simpler really! 

Black Training
20 Jun | Pitch

An exploration of the racist 
microaggressions pervading 

contemporary Western society.

Soho Cinders
20-22 Jun | DULOG

A modern Cinderella story by the 
writers of Marry Poppins.

What We Aren't Supposed to 
Talk About

10-15 Jun | Pitch
A week dedicated to 'normalising' 

taboo topics.

HBT New Work: We'll Have 
Nun of It.

24-27 Jun | HBT
An original folk and soul song cycle 

about the lives of female convent 
school students in the 60s. 

35mm: A Musical Exhibition
2-4 May | TDTC

This musical showcases beautiful 
songs around a collection of 

photographs. 

Heroes and Villains: a musical 
showcase

24 Jun | TDTC & DIM
A night of improvised musical comedy 

and famous musical theatre songs.

High School Musical
25-26 Jun | Foot of the Hill

Disney's High School Musical - 
taking you back to your childhood!

The Human Flesh
4-5 May | Buttered Toast

An exploration of when solipsism 
is taken radically to its logical 

conclusion, inspiring cannibalism.

The Tempest
26 Jun | DST/Sightline/Suffragette
DST's annual Gala show: a post-

colonial retelling of this classic using 
spectacle and striking physicality.

All Over Lovely
21, 23, 24 Jun | Letterbox

Two women meet after years 
apart...a play challenging 

politicised feminism. 

Love's Labour's Lost
21-22 Jun | CTC

Romantic chaos ensues in CTC's 
annual summer Shakespeare tour.

Gutted
14-15 Jun | Pitch

A one-woman performance 
exploring the digestive disease 

Ulcerative Colitis.

Merry Housewives of Windsor
22-24 Jun | Sixth Side

Falstaff attempts to woo two married 
women - but they're smarter!

The BTC Summer Showcase
17 Jun | BTC

A celebration of talent that Durham 
has to offer!

Buttered Toast Writer's 
Showcase

14 Jun | Buttered Toast
A showcase of new student writing, 

be it play extracts, sketches, music or 
magic!

Queerbaiting
19 Jun | Sightline

Beth has never seen 'Bend It Like 
Beckham'. Lizzie wants to change 

that.

The One
12-14 Jun | Letterbox

Love, lust, a broken relationship...Do 
we ever find The One? 

Constellations
18-20 Jun| Letterbox

 Love, honey, quantum physics- are 
two people fated to be together?


